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Abstract
The generalized steiner tree problem (GSTP) is a variant of the classical Steiner tree problem
(STP), in which a family of node clusters is given and the tree must span at one node for
each cluster. This note introduces a lifting procedure for obtaining polyhedral information on
GSTP from polyhedral results of STP. New classes of facet-dening inequalities are presented.
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1. Introduction
Let G = (V; E) be a connected undirected graph and fC1; : : : ; Cmg a family of
non-empty node subsets called clusters (m>1). A generalized Steiner tree (GST)
in G is a connected (but not necessarily spanning) subgraph of G containing no cycles
and at least one node of each cluster. Given edge-costs for all edge e2E, the GST
Problem consists of nding a minimum-cost GST. This is an NP-hard problem, and
arises in the optimal design of Telecommunication Systems.
Let V1:=fv2V : fvg is a cluster g. The GST Problem can be transformed into a
Steiner Tree Problem in an enlarged graph G = (V [ V ; E [ E), where
 the Steiner nodes are those in V nV1,
 V  is a set of dummy nodes, one for each cluster Ch such that jChj> 1,
 E is the set of all edges connecting each dummy node with the Steiner nodes of
its associated cluster, with a very large cost.
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The large cost of edges in E ensures that each dummy node is connected to no more
than one node of the associated cluster in an optimal Steiner tree. Hence, an optimal
GST solution is created from the previous tree by deleting edges in E.
The above transformation requires working on a graph bigger than G and to manage
large costs. Both features are not suitable from a practical point of view. This work
presents a direct ILP model for the GST Problem and addresses polyhedral considera-
tions that can be useful in a ad hoc cutting-plane approach for its resolution.
We now introduce the main notation used in the sequel. For each S V , let
E(S) := f [i; j]2E : i2 S ; j2 Sg;
(S) := f [i; j]2E : i2 S ; j 62 Sg:
For v2V we write (v) instead of (fvg). Whenever we have a function f dened
on a nite domain D, we write f(D) instead of
P
d2D fd. A graph G
0 = (V 0; E0) is
called 2-connected if and only if (G0 is connected and) for all v2V 0 the subgraph
(V 0nfvg; E0n(v)) is connected.
Each GST can be represented by means of decision variables xe (for all e2E) and
yv (for all v2V ), representing
xe:=

1 if e is an edge in the GST subgraph;
0 otherwise
and
yv:=

1 if the GST subgraph spans node v;
0 otherwise;
respectively, and such that
x(E(S))6y(Snfvg) for all S V; jSj>2; v2 S; (1.1)
x(E)>y(V )− 1; (1.2)
y(Ch)>1 for all h = 1; : : : ; m; (1.3)
xe 2f0; 1g for all e2E; (1.4)
yv 2f0; 1g for all v2N: (1.5)
Constraints (1.1) avoid subtours in a GST. Constraint (1.2) imposes that the number
of nodes in a GST must be greater than the number of its edges. Of course, one can
replace > with = in (1.2). Constraints (1.3) force a GST to span at least one node in
each cluster. As in related ILP models, constraints (1.1) and (1.2) can be substituted
by
x((S))>yv + yw − 1 for S V; v2 S; w 62 S; (1.6)
x(E)6y(V )− 1: (1.7)
Constraints (1.6) impose the connectivity requirement, and constraint (1.7) forces a
GST to have a number of edges smaller than the number of its nodes.
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Let P be the convex hull of the incidence vectors (x; y)2f0; 1gE[V of the GST’s,
i.e., the GST polytope. For any T V , let Q(T ) be the convex hull of all vectors
(x; y)2f0; 1gE[V satisfying (1.1), (1.2), and yv =1 for all v2T , i.e., the Steiner tree
polytope with Steiner node set V nT .
When jChj = 1 for all h = 1; : : : ; m, the GST polytope P coincides with the Steiner
tree polytope Q(V1) with Steiner node set V nV1. This polytope has been extensively
studied in literature (see, e.g., [2{4,8,9,10,11]. Fischetti [5], amongst others, studied
Steiner tree polyhedra for directed graphs. To our knowledge, there is no previous
work on the GST polytope. Fischetti et al. [6] present a polyhedral analysis of a
related polytope where the \tree requirement" is replaced by a \cycle requirement".
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 extends results from the Spanning tree
polytope to the GST polytope by a lifting procedure. Section 3 draws some conclusions.
2. Facet-dening inequalities
Clearly, the facial structure of P is related to that of the spanning tree polytope
Q(V ) arising when imposing the additional equations yv = 1 for all v2V . In order to
link these two polytopes, let us introduce the intermediate polytopes
P(F):=P \ f(x; y)2RE[V : yv = 1 for all v2Fg;
dened for every nonempty F V . By denition, P(V ) = Q(V ) and P(;) = P.
Our rst order of business is to determine the dimension of P(F) for any given F .
This amounts to studying the equation system for P(F), which includes the equations
x(E) = y(V )− 1; (2.1)
yv = 1 for all v2F [ V1; (2.2)
where V1 has been dened in Section 1. We next show that no other linearly indepen-
dent equations satised by all the points of P(F) exist if G is 2-connected.
Theorem 2.1. If G is 2-connected, then dim(P(F)) = jEj + jV n (F [ V1)j − 1 for all
F V .
Proof. Clearly dim(P(F))6jEj+jVn(F[V1)j−1 since P(F)RE[V and the jF[V1j+1
valid Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are linearly independent. We claim the existence of jEj
+ jV n (F [ V1)j anely independent points in P(F). This will prove dim(P(F))>jEj
+ jV n (F [ V1)j − 1, and hence the theorem. The proof of the claim is by induction
on the cardinality of F .
When jF j = jV j the claim is true, since P(F) corresponds to the spanning tree
polytope Q(V ) and G is 2-connected (see [8]).
Assume now the claim holds for jF j= , and consider any node set F 0 with jF 0j=
− 1. Let v be any node not in F 0, and dene F :=F 0 [ fvg. Because of the induction
hypothesis, there exist jEj+ jVn(F[V1)j anely independent points belonging to P(F)
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and hence to P(F 0). If v2V1 then jF[V1j= jF 0[V1j, and we have nished. Otherwise,
jF [ V1j= jF 0 [ V1j+ 1, i.e. we need an additional anely-independent point. Such a
point always exists because G is 2-connected, and corresponds to any spanning tree in
the subgraph induced by V nfvg.
Corollary 2.1. If G is 2-connected, then dim(P) = jEj+ jV nV1j − 1.
According to Theorem 2.1, given any nonempty F V and any u2F one has the
following: if u2V1 then dim(P(Fnfug))=dim(P(F)), else dim(P(Fnfug))=dim(P(F))
+ 1. In other words, the removal of a node from F increases the dimension of P(F)
by, at most, one unit. As a consequence, any facet-dening inequality for P(F) can be
lifted in a simple way so as to be facet-inducing for P(F nfug) as well.
Theorem 2.2. Let F V and u2F . LetX
e2E
e xe +
X
v2V
v (1− yv)  ;
be any facet-inducing inequality for P(F). Then the lifted inequalityX
e2E
e xe +
X
v2Vnfug
v (1− yv) + ~u (1− yu)> ;
is valid and facet-dening for P(F n fug), where ~u is an arbitrary value if u2V1,
whereas
~u = −min
8<
:
X
e2E
e xe +
X
v2Vnfug
v (1− yv) : (x; y)2P(F nfug); and yu = 0
9=
;
holds when u 62 V1.
Proof. Follows from the well-known Sequential Lifting Theorem in [13].
Theorem 2.2 leads to a lifting procedure to be used to derive facet-inducing in-
equalities for the GST polytope P from those of the spanning tree polytope Q(V ). To
this end one has to choose any lifting sequence for the nodes in V , say fv1; : : : ; vjV jg,
and iteratively derive a facet of P(fvt+1; : : : ; vjV jg) from a facet of P(fvt ; : : : ; vjV jg)
for t = 1; : : : ; jV j. Dierent lifting sequences can produce dierent facets. Observe that
if F \ Ch 6= ; for all h = 1; : : : ; m such that jChj> 1 then P(F) corresponds to the
Steiner tree polytope, hence Theorem 2.2 also provides a lifting procedure for describ-
ing facet-dening inequalities of the GST polytope from facet-dening inequalities of
the Steiner tree polytope.
We next illustrate the lifting procedure. We begin with the nonnegativity and upper-
bound constraints.
Theorem 2.3. The inequality xe>0 denes a facet of P if and only if Gnfeg is
2-connected.
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Proof. A direct consequence of Theorem 2.2, since xe>0 denes a facet of the Steiner
tree polytope Q(V ) whenever Gnfeg is 2-connected (see [1]), and every lifting sequence
produces ~v = 0 for all v2V .
Notice that, for all v2V , the inequality yv>0 is dominated by the valid inequalities
yv>xe for each e2 (v), hence it is not facet-inducing.
Theorem 2.4. The inequality xe61 denes a facet of P if and only if e2E(V1).
Proof. Let e=[u; v]. If u; v2V1 then the claim follows from the forthcoming Theorem
2.7 by choosing S = fu; vg. Otherwise xe61 is dominated by xe6yu (if u 62 V1) or
xe6yv (if v 62 V1).
Theorem 2.5. The inequality yv61 denes a facet of P if and only if v 62 V1.
Proof. It is enough to observe that the face of P induced by yv61 coincides with
P(F) when F :=fvg, hence the claim follows from Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.6. The inequality y(Ch)>1 does not dene a facet of P for any h =
1; : : : ; m.
Proof. If jChj=1 then y(Ch)>1 denes the improper face P. Otherwise, 06y(Ch)−1
is dominated by x(E(Ch))6y(Ch) − 1, which denes a facet of P as states in the
forthcoming Theorem 2.7.
We now study constraints (1.1). It is well known that the Subtour Elimination
Constraints
x(E(S))6jSj − 1; (2.3)
are valid inequalities for the spanning tree polytope, for all S V . It is also known
that they are facet-dening for all S V such that the subgraph (S; E(S)) is either
2-connected (if jSj>3) or connected (if jSj=2), and (VnS; E(VnS)) is connected. By
using the lifting procedure introduced in Theorem 2.2 it is then possible to obtain new
facet-dening inequalities for the GST polytope.
Theorem 2.7. Let S be a subset of V such that (S; E(S)) is either 2-connected (if
jSj>3) or connected (if jSj=2), and let (V nS; E(V nS)) be connected. The following
Generalized subtour elimination constraint is valid and facet-dening for P:
x(E(S))6y(S)− (S); (2.4)
where
(S):=

1 if there is a cluster Ch S;
yv otherwise for every v2 S: (2.5)
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Proof. We consider any lifting sequence of all nodes V where the nodes of S follow all
the other nodes. The inequality x(E(S)) +
P
u2V u (1− yu)6jSj − 1 is facet-dening
for the spanning tree polytope Q(V ) for any choice of u (see [1]). We iteratively
compute the lifting coecients ~u=0 for the rst jV nSj nodes, and ~u=1 for the next
jSj−1 nodes. As to the last node v of the sequence, we obtain ~v=1 if a feasible GST
solution visiting no nodes in S exists (i.e. no Ch S exists), and ~v = 0 otherwise.
The separation problem for (2.4) can be done in polynomial time by max-ow com-
putations in the spirit of Padberg and Wolsey [14] for (2.3). Indeed, let ( x; y)2RE[V be
a given point (probably corresponding to a fractional GST solution from a cutting-plane
approach). Let G = (V [ fs; tg; E) be a capacitated undirected network where s and
t are two dummy vertices, and E containts each edge e2E such that qe := xe > 0, an
edge [s; v] for each v2V such that q[s;v] := x((v)) − 2 y v > 0, and an edge [u; t] for
each u2V such that q[u; t] := − x((u)) + 2 yu> 0. For each e2 E, qe represents the
capacity of edge e in the network. Then any fs; tg-cut C in the network corresponds
to a node subset S V such that C is the set of edges in E with one node in S [ fsg
and another node in V nS [ ftg. Moreover, the capacity of the fs; tg-cut associated to
a subset S is:X
u2S:[u; t]2 E
q[u; t] +
X
e2(S)\ E
qe +
X
v 62S:[s;v]2 E
q[s;v]
=
X
u2S
maxf0; 2 yu − x((u))g+ x((S)) +
X
v 62S
maxf0; x((v))− 2 yvg
=
X
u2S
(
maxf0; 2 yu − x((u))g −maxf0; x((u))− 2 yug

+ x((S))
+
X
v2V
maxf0; x((v))− 2 y vg
=
X
u2S
(
2 yu − x((u))

+ x((S)) +
X
v2V
maxf0; x((v))− 2 y vg
=2 y(S)−
X
u2S
x((u)) + x((S)) +
X
v2V
maxf0; x((v))− 2 yvg
=2 y(S)− 2 x(E(S)) +
X
v2V
maxf0; x((v))− 2 y vg
=2( y(S)− x(E(S))) +
X
v2V
maxf0; x((v))− 2 y vg:
Since,
P
v2V maxf0; x((v)) − 2 y vg is independent of S, nding a set S V with
maximum x(E(S)) − y(S) and containing a given vertex u (resp. a given cluster Ch)
is equivalent to nd a minimum capacity fs; tg-cut on the network G with q[s;u] =+1
(resp. q[s;v] = +1 for all v2Ch). Therefore, the separation problem for (2.4) can be
solved in O(jV j4) time (one max-ow problem for every u2V and h = 1; : : : ; m).
A way to deal with the nonlinear value (S) during the separation of (2.4) is as
follows:
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Step 1: For each cluster Ch set q[s;v] =+1 for all v2Ch, and compute the minimum
fs; tg-cut in the network, thus providing a subset S containing Ch. If x(E(S))> y(S)−1
then go to Step 4 with such a subset S. Otherwise, if all clusters have been considered,
go to Step 2.
Step 2: For each node u 62 V1 set q[s;u] = +1, and compute the minimum fs; tg-cut
in the network, thus providing a subset S containing u. If x(E(S))> y(S) − yu then
go to Step 4. Otherwise, if all nodes have been considered, go to Step 3.
Step 3: The current fractional solution ( x; y) satises all constraints (2.4).
Step 4: Subset S denes a violated constraint (2.4).
In practice some parametric considerations on the structure of the cuts and heuristic
procedures can be implemented to reduce the number of max-ow computations.
We nally analyze constraints (1.6). Given fS1; : : : ; Spg a partition of V then the
Partition Constraint:
x
 p[
i=1
(Si)
!
>p− 1 (2.6)
is valid for the spanning tree polytope Q(V ). It is also a facet-dening inequality
for its dominant polyhedron if and only if the graph obtained by shrinking S1; : : : ; Sp
is 2-connected (see [1]). We can extend (2.6) to be valid for P by considering the
Generalized Partition Constraint:
x
 p[
i=1
(Si)
!
>
pX
i=1
(Si)− 1: (2.7)
where (Si) is dened as in (2.5).
Observe that the generalized partition constraints constraint (2.7) are linear combi-
nations of generalized subtour elimination constraints and equations. Indeed, constraint
(2.7) is the sum of
 x(E) = y(V )− 1,
 0 = (Si)− y(Si) for all i = 1; : : : ; p such that jSij= 1,
 −x(E(Si))>(Si)− y(Si) for all i = 1; : : : ; p such that jSij> 1.
Therefore, no generalized partition constraint denes a facet of P which is not induced
by a generalized subtour elimination constraint too, case arising when there is one
non-singleton Si satisfying conditions of Theorem 2.7.
3. Conclusion
The generalized steiner tree problem asks for a GST with minimum total cost, and
nds important applications in Telecommunication Systems. It can be transformed into
a Steiner Tree Problem in an enlarged graph. In this work we have described a direct
ILP model, and have analyzed new classes of facet-dening inequalities.
Although we do not provide practical experiences, several computational papers on
related problems (e.g., [7,12]) using similar inequalities shown that our contributions
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could be of primary importance for solving the GST problem within a cutting-plane
approach.
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